In modern manufacturing industry featured with automation and flexibility, the intelligent tool management for Computer Numeric Control (CNC) machine plays an essential role in manufacturing automation. The automatic tool recognition in terms of geometric shapes, materials and usage functions could facilitate the seamless integration with downstream process planning and scheduling processes. In this paper, a intelligent tool recognition system is proposed with a novel hybrid framework of multi-channel deep learning network with non-iterative and fast feedforward neural network to meet high efficiency and accuracy requirement in intelligent manufacturing. The combination of the fine-tuning Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) with the random parameter assignment mechanism of Extreme Learning Machines (ELMs) reach a balance in accurate feature extraction and fast recognition. In the proposed hybrid framework, features extracted from efficient CNNs are aggregated into robust ELM auto-encoders (ELM-AEs) to generate the compact but rich feature information, which are then feed to the subsequent single layer ELM network for tool recognition. The performance of proposed framework is verified on several standardized 3D shape retrieval and classification dataset, as well as on a self-constructed multi-view 3D data represented tool library database. Numerical experiments reveal a promising application perspective of proposed intelligent recognition system on manufacturing automation. INDEX TERMS CNC tool recognition, hybrid deep learning networks, convolutional neural networks, extreme learning machines auto-encode, tool library database. . His current research interests include fault diagnosis, machine learning, and computer vision-based robotic control.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the central coordinator of machinery manufacturing industry, the manufacturing execution system takes charge of manufacturing plan execution, manufacturing information feedback, and massive manufacturing information distribution [1] - [3] . The resource management, the logistics control, manufacturing system and the information integration are the concatenated processes of manufacturing system. Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines, as fundamental elements of digital manufacturing, plays a key role in manufacturing automation. The configurations of CNC machine tool management, which include feed rate, cutting speed, cutting depth and abrasion loss, are deterministic parameters driving The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jixiang Yang . various downstream processes for improving reliability and efficiency of the whole manufacturing system. Leveraging CNC machine tool management system to perform automatic tool recognition is thus critical in the great manufacturing domain.
Among the efforts in manufacturing tool recognitions, three types of traditional tool recognition methods, tool code ring recognition, bar-code tool recognition, and radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, ever contributed the coding stream baseline of tool management. Tool code ring recognition uses tool code to build up the basis of recognition system. Tool coding methods and target labels can vary on different tool management systems, thus making each tool code unique is the purpose of the methods. In the early works, the tool recognition system works on fixed tool code rings, which are mounted on the rivet at end of shank. A binary code is used to identify the tools, where 0 represents a concave toroidal surface which is untouchable to the code reader, and 1 represents a convex surface which is touchable, the two types of geometric states are converted into a circuit on/off state to output as a binary tool code. However, the code ring tool recognition system suffers from poor reliability and short service period, considering the abrasion from high frequent surface contact. In later works, the detachable tool code rings are utilized to replace the fixed installation, to alleviate the abrasion to some extend.
Bar-code tool recognition places the bar-code labels on the tool holders to get identification. In this recognition method, each assembled and pre-adjusted tool is coded in the system. When a new tool comes into manufacturing unit, the bar-code reader converts it into a computer-recognizable tool code to track the actual condition of the tool [4] . The bar code tool recognition system is the most widely used currently, because of its long service period, low cost, and simple operation, the poor oil resistance needs to be addressed though [5] .
Radio frequency identification (RFID) recognition has been widely used in current smart workshop for manufacturing resources recognition and tracking [13] , [14] . It's working on radio frequency signals to obtain contact-less information as identification via spatial coupling by alternating electromagnetic field or magnetic field and delivering transmitted information [6] . RFID is widely known by its electronic tags. The advantages of employing the recognition technology into tool management system are pollution resistance, long readable distance, high processing speed and large storage data capacity, while the drawback lies in the concern of cost.
Considering the drawbacks of above mentioned recognition methods, a contact-less while low cost recognition technology is demanded, to keep the recognition and maintain tasks both accurate and flexible. Meanwhile, the data-driven manufacturing techniques make it possible to collect large amount of data to support effective deep learning based data analysis. The combination of massive available data and advanced machine learning methods brings new opportunities for tool recognition and inspection in modern manufacturing industry.
To testify the prospect of applying machine learning methods on tool recognition task, in this paper, we construct a tool library database in multi-view 3D representations, for achieving easy and contact-less identification of machine tools. To process the 3D data, a multi-view CNN (MV-CNN) [7] is utilized to extract efficient object features. Those features are assembled into an ELM-AE [8] for obtaining robust feature aggregation, a fast ELM classifier is employed on top of the network to perform recognition, thus to make the whole network an ELM-embedded deep learning framework. In our proposed tool recognition system, machine tools can be recognized in a contact-less way to avoid the abrasion, and there's a high flexibility with a relative low cost of database maintenance. Numerical experiment results show that our proposed method balances between recognition accuracy and computational efficiency, the key contributions of this work are summarized as below:
1) A tool library database is constructed according to the actual 3D structures of machine tools, as a fundamental component to validate the feasibility of our proposed tool recognition system applying in intelligent machinery manufacturing industry. And it's very flexible and low-cost to update new tools or change tool information in our tool library database. 2) A hybrid deep learning framework is proposed based on our constructed tool library database by integrating ELM-AE with MV-CNN, to take advantages of effective feature extraction from CNNs and robust feature aggregation from ELMs, to alleviate information redundancy and enhance computational efficiency. 3) Our proposed method employs a fast ELM classifier to build up an intelligent machine tool recognition system. Experiments show that the automatic learned features from our proposed system outperform some commonly used hand-craft features, e.g. SPINS, HKS, SIHKS and WKS, and the generalization of our proposed method applying in extended database.
The rest of paper is organized as follows, the related works are introduced in section II, the details of the intelligent tool recognition system are explained in section III, the configurations of database construction as well as the experimental results are discussed in section IV, and the conclusion is summarized in section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we briefly review existing works of 3D shape recognition for model-based methods and view-based methods, ELM methods and corresponding applications on feature fusion.
A. 3D SHAPE RECOGNITION
With the rapid development of information technologies, traditional manufacturing has been driven to intelligent manufacturing nowaday [57] , among which 3D shape recognition methods have been studied extensively for years, and are roughly categorized as model-based and view-based methods.
Model-based methods utilize intrinsic nature of shape structures to describe a 3D object, data representations are like volumetric data [12] , polygon meshes [18] and point clouds [19] , [20] . Voxel based methods [12] , [21] discretize a 3D shape as a distance function sampled over dense voxels to apply a 3D CNN. These methods face the main challenges of memory and computation cost growing significantly as voxel resolutions increasing, and they are limited to resolutions up to approximate 30 3 due to memory and computational cost. Successive works combine the octree and a grid structure to support high-resolution 3D CNNs [22] , which constraint 3D CNNs to interior volume of 3D shapes, resulting in efficient than full voxel based solution when the volume resolution VOLUME 8, 2020 is lower than 64 3 . Alternatively, some researchers work on spectral domain to turn spatial convolutions into spectral multiplications by Fourier transformations for polygon meshes [23] , [24] , but the spectral convolution methods are confined to manifold meshes. The pioneer work of point cloud base methods, PointNet, learns spatial features on point clouds independently and directly, but leaving weak abilities of extracting underlying local context as a issue.
Rather learning on 3D structures directly, view-based methods render a 3D shape into a set of 2D images from different viewpoints and feed those images to the convolutional operators. Multi-view representation is kind of regular data format, as a set of 2D image collections from arbitrary viewpoints around a 3D object. Early works on view-based representations mainly focus on handcraft descriptors, such as fisher vectors [25] , using SIFT features to represent human sketches of shapes. Lighting field descriptor (LFD) [26] , as the first typical view based 3D descriptor, extracts a couple of geometric descriptors from 3D models generated from various angle of views. Other examples of handcraft features are included but not limited as elevation descriptor (ED) [7] , SPH [28] , etc. However, these methods are labor intensive and relatively difficult to extract discriminative information on 3D multi-view data.
With the development of deep learning, many models based on deep neural networks are widely studied [9] - [11] . MV-CNN is proposed to generate features of each view by a weight-shared CNN firstly [7] , followed by a view pooling to aggregate them. When CNNs are extended to viewbased 3D shape recognition tasks, it is shown that deep CNN-based descriptors obtain more appealing performance than handcraft view-based descriptors as well as many other model-based descriptors. In our work, the shape features are learned from 3D models by deep learning algorithms instead of extracted manually.
B. EXTREME LEARNING MACHINE (ELM)
Nowadays, ELM series methods are applied in various scenarios including regression and classification, by accelerating computation significantly while keeping convincing performance at the same time [15] - [17] , [29] , [54] . The major driving force underneath is ELM omitting back-propagations compared with traditional deep learning methods. Besides, the parameters of ELM are initialized randomly without finetuning based on a certain continuous probability distribution, rather than depend on input data, in addition to the direct once-for-all iteration, only the parameters between hidden layers and output layer need to be learned, resulting in robust learned features, so that appealing computational efficiency are achieved at the training stage compared to conventional neural networks with back-propagations.
Although ELM is a relatively recent intelligent technique, the theories and related applications have been investigated extensively, such as kernel ELM, incremental ELM (I-ELM), Bayesian ELM, adaboost ELM [30] , multi-layer ELM-LRF [31] , hybrid ELMs [32] , etc. Particularly, ELM auto-encoder (ELM-AE) [33] is proposed to introduce unsupervised learning for ELM, by projecting the input data into a different dimensional space. [34] employs a dimension reduction framework for ELM-AE, to represent data with fast learning rate, to reduce the dimensions with minimum effect on Euclidean distance between data points, and results in essentially the lowest variance of dimensions. With the desirable property of ELM-AE in dimension reduction, in this work, ELM-AE is exploit as part of our 3D shape-learning framework.
C. FEATURE DESCRIPTORS
As a fundamental requirement of shape analysis methods in 3D matching and retrieval, a feature descriptor or the feature vectors extracted from key points should be invariant under certain transformations. Four types of commonly used feature descriptors will be briefly introduced, for comparing with automatically learned features in our proposed tool recognition method.
Spin Image Signature (SPINS) as a regional point descriptor, characterizes the shape properties of a 3D object with respect to a single oriented point. While the vertices and the corresponding normal vectors are calculated as oriented points. Those oriented points are used to build local canonical frames to acquire projections from neighboring points. SPINS are highly robust to rigid transformations such as translations and rotations [47] .
Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) is a deformation-invariant signature based on the heat diffusion over the model's geometric surface. Given a initial heat distribution at a specific time, the measurement of how the heat diffusing across the shape forms the heat-based descriptor. HKS is an intrinsic, multi-scale and informative feature descriptor, the merits of HKS include invariant and robust under isometric transformations and capturing different scales information leading to both local and global shape knowledge [48] .
Scale Invariant Heat Kernel Signature (SIHKS) descriptor is an scale-invariant version of HKS to alleviate the shortage of being sensitive to scales, since HKS is based on heat distribution which is well suited for comparing local structures. Scale-invariance is done by proposing a normalization on HKS, specifically, SIHKS tackles with both global and local scaling by using the Fourier transform magnitude to extract a scale-invariant quantity out of the heat kernel signature [49] .
Wave Kernel Signature (WKS) replaces heat equation by Schrödinger wave equation while follows the idea of HKS mostly. The basic idea of WKS is to evaluate the probability of measuring a quantum mechanical particle at a specific location by varying the corresponding energy, and quantum mechanical behavior of particles over an object surface is governed by the Schrödinger wave function [50] . Additionally, WKS is also scale-invariant due to its natural notion. 
III. PROPOSED INTELLIGENT TOOL RECOGNITION NETWORK
In this section, the proposed intelligent tool recognition framework will be demonstrated in detail.
The recognition system manages tool library database in a traditional way by allocating a unique number for each tool. High accurate technologies such as RFID works well on small amount of CNC machine tools [35] , however, when it works with large CNC machine tools, the workload expands significantly to make the cost surging unreasonably. Thus an efficient while affordable tool management system is demanded for massive CNC machines tools, especially for modern intelligent manufacturing.
MV-CNN, as a high accurate object recognition method based on image processing with deep supervised learning [36] - [38] , meets the requirement naturally by training largescale samples to acquire a characteristic automatically [39] to be adopted as part of our tool recognition network. This method is essentially discriminative from traditional counterparts with manually described and detected features. Meanwhile, comparing with its successors GVCNN [10] and Triplet-Center Loss [11] , it's preferred considering computational cost, which is vital in our tool recognition system, which will be discussed further in the experiment section.
Moreover, we construct a tool library database for tool recognition tasks in laboratory environment, and implement our proposed recognition network on the database to validate the feasibility and effectiveness of the intelligent tool recognition system.
The overall process of tool recognition system is shown in Fig.1 , as four modules are presented sequentially: virtual camera shape rendering module, MV-CNN feature extraction module, ELM-AE feature aggregation module, and ELM classifier prediction module. The tool recognition task starts from multiple views of a 3D model rendered by 12 virtual cameras. A unified CNN is applied to generate feature vectors for each view respectively. All the feature vectors are aggregated through ELM-AE, to extract a compact yet informative global shape feature, and an ELM classifier is trained on the shape features to predict tool information finally. 
A. 3D TOOLS SHAPE RENDERING MODULE
View-based representations are generated from 3D models on polygon meshes, following the reflection model introduced in [40] , each polygon mesh is rendered under a perspective projection. The 2D rendered views are captured by 12 virtual cameras placed equally around the mesh per 30 • , referring to Fig.2 , as most open source model database follows the same assumption [7] , [21] . The viewpoints of virtual cameras are set upright oriented around 3D tool models along z-axis consistently, and all the cameras are elevated 30 • from the ground plane to point towards the centroid, yielding 12 views per model.
While in the test phase, a camera mounted on a mechanical arm is leaned in capturing the images at every 30 • viewpoint around a new tool with 30 • downward from the tool's horizontal plan pointing to the centroid, as shown in Fig 3, and it is expected that those rendered views can be used to recognize the tool. In this case, our proposed network shows a potentially effective way of tool recognition applying in machinery manufacturing industry.
Before feeding into the pre-trained single-view CNNs architecture, all the captured view images are rescaled as 224 × 224 × 3, and split into training set and testing set, respectively. Then the data are ready to feed into MV-CNN feature extraction module as the input.
B. MV-CNN FEATURE EXTRACTION MODULE
Deep learning based methods are popular feature extraction techniques nowadays [41] . Considering the rendered views of 3D models are just 2D images, 2D CNNs are used as the feature extractors to acquire perceptual features from input image views, and VGG-M like architecture is used to form MV-CNN. The overall MV-CNN architecture is pre-trained on ImageNet, and each single-view CNN is fine-tuned on all the projected images of 3D tool models database.
Specifically, a standard CNN architecture normally includes four types of layers: convolutional layers, activation functions, pooling layers, and fully connected layers. Typical CNNs stack a sequence of those layers, and each layer transforms one volume of activations to another through a differentiable function, as we can see in Fig. 4 , where C stands for a convolutional layer, R stands for a ReLU layer (activation function), P is a pooling layer, and FC denotes for a fully-connected layer.
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x N } denotes the training dataset with N models, for each model x i ∈ X with label l i , through shape rendering, we get the projected image set,
where N v is the number of projection images of each model, thus the labeled projective image set P N c in N c -th category is,
Each convolutional layer performs a dot product on their weights within a receptive field, functioning like a convolutional operation on input projection images with a certain filter, illustrated by Eq. 3 below:
where f * g is an element-wise multiplication and a summation of filter f and input signal g. The filter sizes of five convolutional layers of the module are 7×7×3, 5×5×96, 3×3×256, 3 × 3 × 512, and 3 × 3 × 512, successively.
The result of this weighted sum is consequently fed to a non-linear activation function, ReLU (rectified linear unit). ReLU layer applies an element-wise activation function, max(0, x) thresholding at zero, to keep the volume size consistent.
Afterwards, the pooling layer implements a down sampling along the spatial dimension, by maximum or average operations, to merge semantical closer features together. Moreover, pooling compresses the spatial size of the input progressively, to reduce the overall parameters and computational cost, as well as alleviate over-fitting of the network.
While in the fully connected layer, each neuron unit will be connected to all the activations in previous volume. The structure of FC layers are similar to convolutional layers, except with a global receptive region rather a local patch, FC layers also use the convolution operation (dot product) though. The penultimate N l -th layer after the last FC layer is selected as image feature, generating a 4096-dimensional feature from each view. The N v view features are concatenated into a single long vector on the last layer, resulting in a 4096×N dimension feature for a 3D model. In this way, by feeding each projective image x i,j ∈ P (x i ) to the pre-trained CNN in the forward direction, the activation function with regard to N l − th layer of CNN is obtained as:
where P j is the final feature representation for the j − th view and F(.) denotes the CNN feature extractor. For a given shape x i ∈ X , the shape feature can be represented as:
A 3D shape representation is learned from multiple views and a compact shape feature vector is obtained.
C. ELM-AE FEATURE AGGREGATION MODULE
The simple and straightforward feature concatenation of rendered view descriptors, as shown in Eq. 5, leads to a high-dimension feature representation with less semantic correlations. On the other hand, the aggregated shape features contain more discriminative shape information than the simple concatenating of multiple projection image features. Meanwhile, ELM is a recently available learning method with single-hidden layer feed-forward neural networks [42] . Note that one of the specialties of ELM is the single hidden layer, leading the model parameters initialized randomly without further requirement for fine-tuning. Moreover, the parameters of hidden layer are independent from target function as well as training samples [56] . ELM provides impressive generalization capability with a advanced learning speed for its simple structure and efficient learning mechanism.
Considering this, extreme learning machining autoencoder (ELM-AE) [34] [43] is employed to synthesize selective views in all the features of the same model into a single and compressed 3D shape descriptor, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Before getting into ELM-AE, the formula of classic ELM should be demonstrated ahead [29] ,
24620 VOLUME 8, 2020 where L is number of hidden nodes, β = [β 1 , . . . , β L ] T is the weight matrix between hidden layer and output, and h(x) = g 1 (x), · · · , g L (x) is the random hidden feature on input x, with g i (x) as output of i-th hidden node.
, ELM aims to solve the learning problems as below:
where T = [t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t N ] T is the target label, and H = [h T (x 1 ), . . . , h T (x N )] T is the output matrix of hidden nodes. Furthermore, the objective function is described as the weighted sum of training error with addition to norm of weight matrix:
To solve the optimization problem, two closed-form solutions of weight matrix β are obtained according to different scales of training samples. In the other words, the comparation of dimensionality d of training samples and number of hidden nodes L decides the solution form:
Large-scale training case (d > L),
Small-scale training case (d < L),
In ELM-AE, input data and output data are set the same, t = x, and parameters of weights and biases on hidden nodes are orthogonalized after random initialization. Functionally, ELM-AE transforms input features into three encoding architectures: 1) Compressed architecture projects a higher dimensional input space into a lower dimensional feature space; 2) Equal dimensional architecture output features the same dimensions as input space; 3) Sparse architecture takes input space mapping into a higher dimensional feature space. We adopt the compressed architecture to learn the shape features delivered from MV-CNN feature extractor, projecting the feature vectors into a lower dimensional space via random orthogonalized weights of hidden nodes, depicted as following equation in terms of Johnson-Lindenstrauss Lemma [51] ,
where
is orthogonal random bias between input and hidden nodes. As we mentioned before, since X = [x 1 , · · · , x N ] is the input data as well as target data in ELM-AE, the objective function of ELM-AE can be represented as:
So that for compressed structure of ELM-AE conditioned as d > L, the output weight β AE can be given by Eq. 13,
where H = [h 1 , · · · , h N ] is the hidden layer output, and X is substituted as the target data. Since the hidden layers of autoencoder preserve information of input data [44] , ELM-AE retains Euclidean information and main features from input through orthogonal random parameters, with weight matrix β AE being responsible to transform input space to feature space. In this way, feature aggregation and dimension reduction are achieved in ELM-AE feature aggregation module. To sum up, the working mechanism of ELM-AE feature aggregation module is summarized below: Algorithm 1: Given a set of training samples X, number of hidden nodes L, activation function g on these hidden node, the ELM-AE feature aggregation module works as the following steps: 1) To initialize parameters randomly on hidden nodes; 2) To orthogonalized the parameters of weights and biases on these hidden nodes; 3) To calculate the hidden layer output matrix H = [h T (x 1 ), . . . , h T (x N )] T by Eq. 11; 4) To estimate output weight β AE according to Eq. 13.
D. ELM TOOL PREDICTION MODULE
The feature vectors aggregated by ELM-AE is fed into ELM classifier module for a multi-outputs classification on top of the network. According to Bartlett's theory [45] , for feed-froward networks with many small weights but small error on training samples, the Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension is irrelevant to the generalization performance; instead, the magnitude of weights count more. Specifically, the smaller the weights are, the better ability of generalization the network tends to be. Above all, ELM gets a better generalization performance by approaching the minimum training error as well as the smallest norm of weights. And the impressive generalization performance and low computational cost contribute to choose ELM as our prediction module of tools.
As a multi-outputs problem, ELM classifier are set as multi-output nodes, as shown in Fig 5, the expected output vector of the m output nodes is y i = y i,1 , . . . , y i,m T . The working mechanism of ELM classifier module is pretty much similar as the previous one, and the decision function can be written as, (14) where δ = [δ 1 , δ 2 , . . . , δ m ] T is weight vector between hidden layer of L nodes and the output m nodes, and h(x) = [h 1 (x), . . . , h m (x)] is a feature mapping from L-dimensional aggregated feature space into m-dimensional hidden-layer feature space H. The recognition problem for ELM with multi-output nodes can be formulated as,
T is the training error vector of m output nodes. Based on Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) Theorem, training ELM is equivalent to solve the following dual optimization problem:
in which δ j is the weight vector linking hidden layer to the j-th output node. And the KKT corresponding optimization conditions are as follows:
where α i = [α i,1 , α i,2 , . . . , α i,m ] T and α = [α 1 , . . . , α N ] T . While multiple solutions can be formed depending on the size of training datasets in terms of KKT conditions, in the case of training samples are not in large scale, just as our tool model database, by substituting Eq. 18 and Eq. 19 into Eq. 20, the above equations are transformed into:
in which Y = y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N T , and H =
 is the hidden-layer output matrix.
From Eq. 18 and Eq. 21, we have
24622 VOLUME 8, 2020 FIGURE 6. Tools management working flow. When a tool is needed, a query is sent to the tool management system, then the database receives an instruction in terms of the query. According to the instruction, the recognition system starts to identify the target and getting status information. All these information will be predict as a output.
The output function of ELM classifier can be written as,
Let f j (x) denotes the output function of j-th output node, i.e., f(x) = [f 1 (x), . . . , f m (x)] T , the predicted label of sample x will be,
To sum up, the overall flowchart of recognizing 3D model of tools is presented by assembling MV-CNN feature extraction module, ELM-AE feature aggregation module, and ELM tool prediction module sequentially. Meanwhile, considering the open source database is not an ideal application reservoir for machine tool recognition task, similar as traditional tool recognition methods, a specialized tool library database should be constructed to complete the whole procedure.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, several experiments are conducted to compare the performance of feature extraction of our proposed intelligent tool recognition system with some prevalent hand-craft methods. Firstly, the self-constructed tool library database will be introduced, and the corresponding retrieval experiments will be conducted. Moreover, our proposed recognition method is extended to general object database to verify the efficiency of processing time and effectiveness of retrieval and classification performance.
A. THE CONSTRUCTION OF TOOL LIBRARY DATABASE
Before getting into details of the constructed tool library database, the tool management working flow should be explained ahead. When a tool is needed, a query is sent to the tool management system, then the database receives an instruction in terms of the query. According to the instruction, the recognition system starts to identify the target and getting status information. All these information will be predict as a output, as shown in Figure 6 . During the process, a specialized tool library database plays an fundamental role to validate the proposed tool recognition system.
The tool library database is constructed according to the actual geometric structure of tool models. As a data format containing rich information representing real-world objects, 3D polygon mesh is used as the primary format for our database. The tool models depicted by polygon meshes are consist of vertices, triangles and patches. Specifically, triangles and patches are built up by edges, edges are defined by vertices, and the 3D mesh model is composed of triangular patches. Compared with conventional tool recognition methods based on expensive or non-reusable data sources, the proposed method based on 3D mesh database bears high flexibility to change or update tool information with a relative low cost, and consumes rare attrition during frequent usage.
For 3D object mesh format,.OFF in Princeton Shape Benchmark [46] is adopted as our object file format, among the alternatives such as.STL,.OBJ, etc., for its high degree of freedom for having any number of vertices. The.OFF files are all ASCII files starting with a keyword OFF, following by lines indicating number of vertices, faces and edges, respectively. And x, y, z coordinates of each vertex in Euclidean space are listed sequentially. The list of faces follows, one face per line, in which the number of corresponding vertices and its indices are specified. For having the information above, the number of edges can be ignored safely so that we don't discuss further.
To make the recognition network practical and verifiable, five typical types of tools available in our laboratory are built as models, and those data are successively labeled and split as training and test samples in the experiments, which are boring bars, drills, end millings, face millings and profile cutters, as shown in Fig 7. The 3D models of those tools are created by Pro/E software, and the generated exclusive 3D file.PRT is converted to.OFF via MeshLab as polygon meshes.
The database configurations of those tools are illustrated in further details below. 101 pieces of 3D models are built for boring bars, a boring bar usually is functioning as a form of drilling with a round shank, which is fixed size, and used to form circular plunge cuts. The most common usages of boring bars are in-hole machining, reaming, and contouring. The general shapes collected are listed in the first row in Fig. 7 . The second row in the figure shows the 3D models of drill tools, where 30 samples are collected. Considering the major common functions of drill tools, the basic profiles are approximately the same with different sizes and shapes of drill bits. The third row portrays the shape of end mills, which is a milling cutter with a top surface, distinguishing from drill bits in geometries and functions. While a drill bit cuts only in the axial direction, a milling bit cuts literally in all directions. In the database 197 samples of end mills are modeled. For the face millings in the penultimate row, also known as discmilling cutters for vertical milling machines, face milling machines or gantry milling machines, the geometries featured with planes on the end faces and circumferences, and in our case 94 3D models are plotted in the database. And the last type of tools is profile cutters normally used to cut the narrow and deep grooves, thus a typical sharp cutting edge can be witnessed in the models, and 35 samples are built for the model. Notice that the model samples are not evenly distributed due to the factual simulation under laboratory constrains, which could possibly hurdle the performance of proposed network. However, as a tool recognition system aiming to apply in practical conditions, harnessing biased data would be a problem hardly to avoid. Furthermore, our proposed recognition system still shows convincing results especially as for robustness based on our proposed tool library database, in which finally 457 models are used.
B. EVALUATION METHODS
To testify the performance of our proposed tool recognition method, several 3D shape retrieval tasks are performed, and the evaluation metrics [52] used in this paper include First-Tier (FT) and Second-Tier (ST), Nearest Neighbor (NN), E-measure (E) and discounted cumulative gain (DCG). A distance matrix is formed firstly and the following four quantitative measures based on the distance matrix are used to evaluate the retrieval performance, following similar procedures as [46] , where a more detailed description can be found. And a brief definition of those evaluation matrics are demonstrated below.
1) FIRST-TIER (FT) AND SECOND-TIER (ST)
These evaluation measures the percentage of a tool model falling into the query s class that also appears within the top L matches. Specifically, for a class with m members, L = |m| − 1 is set for the first tier, and L = 2(|m| − 1) for the second tier. An ideal retrieval can be 100%.
2) NEAREST NEIGHBOR (NN)
For the concept mentioned above, L can be set as 1, which is the size of the query s class, for a class with m members, L = 1 is for Nearest Neighbor (NN). In other words, NN denotes for the ratio of the closest matching that remains the same class as the query. An ideal score of NN is 100%, as well.
3) E-MEASURE (E)
The idea of E-measure is to transfer precision and recall as a single value to evaluate the overall performance of network [55] . Firstly, the F-measure should be introduced, which is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall,
where α is the weight, P denotes for the precision and R indicates the recall. When α is set to be 1, and the weight of precision and recall remains the same, then we have,
Finally, the overall evaluation of F can be obtained across all points on the precision-recall curve of each model of tools to compute the F-measure, and the E-Measure is defined as E = 1-F, so that we get,
The maximum value of E-measure can be 1, and higher values indicate the better retrieval results.
4) DISCOUNTED CUMULATIVE GAIN (DCG)
For this measurement, the relevance of each tool is used as a gained value to evaluate the ranked position, thus the ranked tool lists are turned into gained value lists by replacing tool identities with the corresponding relevance, which are 0 (irrelevant) and 1 (relevant) in binary system [53] . The gains are accumulated progressively,
where G[i] is the gain vector in position i, and CG[i] is cumulated gain vector which is defined recursively. For the discounted cumulative gain, a logarithmic reduction factor is employed as a penalty term, which reduces logarithmically proportional to the position of the result,
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the numerical experiment results will be discussed. All the experiments are conducted on a Dell workstation with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU (3.0GHz), 64GB RAM memory and NVIDIA GPU GeForce GTX1080.
1) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF RETRIEVAL AND CLASSIFICATION ON TOOL LIBRARY DATABASE
In order to examine how different shape descriptors work on the constructed tool library database, we implement the object retrieval methods mentioned above to compare with our proposed tool recognition method. Moreover, a baseline CNN-ELM is implemented, which is the exactly the same framework as our proposed one but eliminating ELM-AE feature aggregation module. Table 1 shows the performance of tool retrieval in terms of evaluation measures described in II-C. As we can see, our tool recognition network outperforms those feature descriptors in terms of all the evaluation matrices, expect the baseline CNN-ELM performing a slightly better, 0.43%, under Nearest Neighbor (NN). From this angle of view, the advantage of our hybrid framework can be verified as well.
Furthermore, the classification accuracy are compared between our proposed method and the baseline CNN-ELM. With the ELM-AE feature aggregation, the classification accuracy increases approximately 5.12%, as illustrated in Table2. It indicates that ELM-AE feature aggregation obtaining some principal components, providing richer shape information of tool models, and contributing as a necessary part of the our recognition system.
2) PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF RETRIEVAL AND CLASSIFICATION ON EXTENDED DATABASE
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed recognition method, the Princeton ModelNet [21] database in employed, which contains 127,915 CAD models in 662 categories. In our experiment, two subset which are ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 respectively, are used to compare with other state-of-the-art methods. And the same training and testing split strategies are followed, see Table 3 . Mean average precision (mAP), representing the average precision a positive shape is returned, is utilized as the evaluation metric. The retrieval methods such as 3D ShapeNets [21] and MV-CNN [7] are included. Table 4 shows that the proposed method achieves a compelling result, especially comparing with MV-CNN to convince the efficient of our hybrid network structure.
Moreover, experiments of classification accuracy and training time on ModelNet40 is implemented to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method in terms of processing speed, considering the ModelNet40 is big enough to distinguish the training time for each method, as shown in Table 5 . It is observed that our recognition method is superior to some other deep learning methods, such as 3DShapeNets [21] , VoxNet [12] , and MV-CNN [7] , besides those deep learning methods mostly need several hours to several days to complete training. In contrast, our recognition method could finish training in less than 700s on Model-Net40, as well as achieving comparable high classification accuracy.
The confusion matrices of our proposed recognition method classification accuracy on Princeton ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 are shown in Fig. 8 , where diagonal elements describe the classification accuracy and the off-diagonal elements show the misclassification proportion. As shown in Fig. 8 , most 3D models can be correctly classified.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a hybrid deep learning framework is proposed to build up an intelligent machine tool management system. The novel system is based on leveraging efficient multiview CNN features of geometric tool shapes, and fusing multichannel features via fast ELM-AE aggregation to further alleviate information redundancy and reduce computational cost. The proposed tool recognition system achieves a fast and accurate prediction on tools in the area of view-based 3D object recognition applying in intelligent machinery manufacturing industry. In addition testing on general geometric shape databases, a local 3D model tool library database for typical CNC machine tools has been constructed for verification and application. The experiments show that the automatic learned features outperform some commonly used hand-craft features, e.g. SPINS, HKS, SIHKS and WKS, and the generalization ability of our proposed method is applicable in extended database.
